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Data Quality: Concepts, Methodologies and Techniques (Data-Centric Systems and Applications)Springer, 2006
Poor data quality can seriously hinder or damage the efficiency and effectiveness of organizations and businesses. The growing awareness of such repercussions has led to major public initiatives like the "Data Quality Act" in the USA and the "European 2003/98" directive of the European Parliament.

Batini and...
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Implementing Cisco Unified Communications Manager, Part 2 (CIPT2) (Authorized Self-Study Guide)Cisco Press, 2008
Professional certifications have been an important part of the computing industry for many years and will continue to become more important. Many reasons exist for these certifications, but the most popularly cited reason is that of credibility. All other considerations held equal, a certified employee/consultant/job candidate is considered more...
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Fundamentals of Parameterized Complexity (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	This comprehensive and self-contained textbook presents an accessible overview of the state of the art of multivariate algorithmics and complexity. Increasingly, multivariate algorithmics is having significant practical impact in many application domains, with even more developments on the horizon. The text describes how the multivariate...
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Time-Dependent Problems and Difference MethodsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Praise for the First Edition


	". . . fills a considerable gap in the numerical analysis literature by providing a self-contained treatment . . . this is an important work written in a clear style . . . warmly recommended to any graduate student or researcher in the field of the numerical solution of partial...
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Adobe Photoshop CS6 Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A complete training package on the newest version of Photoshop! The Digital Classroom series combines a full-color book with a full-featured DVD, resulting in a complete training package written by expert instructors. Photoshop is the industry standard for image editing, and this guide gets photographers, commercial designers, web developers,...
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Beginning Data Science with Python and Jupyter: Use powerful tools to unlock actionable insights from dataPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Getting started with data science doesn't have to be an uphill battle. This step-by-step guide is ideal for beginners who know a little Python and are looking for a quick, fast-paced introduction.

	
		Key Features

		
			Get up and running with the Jupyter ecosystem and some example datasets

...
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Foundations of Corneal Disease: Past, Present and FutureSpringer, 2019

	
		The field of cornea has seen tremendous advances over the last 40 years?this uniquely comprehensive book will discuss the history of these advances, current best practices in important diseases of the cornea and ocular surface, and examine future directions in diagnosis and management. Written by leading experts, many of whom trained...
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CCIE Routing and Switching Practice LabsCisco Press, 2004
Six comprehensive CCIE routing and switching labs to hone  configuration and troubleshooting skills

Prepare for the CCIE lab exams and hone your configuration and  troubleshooting skills with six complete practice scenarios that cover:

	
    Frame Relay...
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Critical Infrastructure Protection in Homeland Security: Defending a Networked NationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
A scientific approach to the new field of critical infrastructure protection
    

    This book offers a unique scientific approach to the new field of critical infrastructure protection: it uses network theory, optimization theory, and simulation software to analyze and understand how infrastructure sectors evolve,...
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Application Development Using C# and .NETPrentice Hall, 2001
Microsoft .NET is an advance in programming technology that greatly simplifies application development both for traditional, proprietary applications, and for the emerging paradigm of Web-based services. .NET is a complete restructuring of Microsoft's whole system infrastructure and represents a major learning challenge for programmers developing...
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Cisco ASA, PIX, and FWSM Firewall Handbook (2nd Edition) (Networking Technology: Security)Cisco Press, 2007
David Hucaby, CCIE® No. 4594, is a lead network engineer for the University of Kentucky, where he works with health-care networks based on the Cisco Catalyst, ASA, FWSM, and VPN product lines. He was one of the beta reviewers of the ASA 8.0 operating system software.
	Learn about the various firewall models, user interfaces,...
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Crimeware: Understanding New Attacks and Defenses (Symantec Press)Addison Wesley, 2008
“This book is the most current and comprehensive analysis of the state of Internet security threats right now. The review of current issues and predictions about problems years away are critical for truly understanding crimeware. Every concerned person should have a copy and use it for reference.”  
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